One Scientist’s Fight to Figure the CANCER DISEASE- PLEASE, PLEASE,
READ the STORY
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When I started this social media I had interests of wide international community on my mind. I
have spent years studying food science, nutrition and medicine to be able to solve health
problems we have in this modern time. I recently claimed that I have figured things out, during
my research, linked to modern diseases and cancer, and I really have. I told you that I am
connected deeper to things than others, and that is true too.
I want to tell you that some trying, as we speak, to claim my findings in the scientific research
as their own, and that is not right. I won't let that happen. First because It is my work and I had
no help from my supervisors in my research and second you should never claim somebody's
work as your own, because it is not right. Not just that these people did not help me, they did
not even support me in my research or accepted my research resoults.
I have sent my research reports to top medical professionals in Australia including Health and
Education Ministers and Mayo Clinic in America, just to end up without any degree or any
recognition at so ever.
What the CANCER is? - PLEASE READ
In my reports I said that CANCER is disease induced by overwhelming number of damaged
cells in which our body creates cysts to pack the demigod cells to prevent them of reproducing.
Cysts also pack the cancerous agents to stop them of spreading throughout the body and
damaging more cells. I also reported that biggest damage of the cells occurs at the chemical
unbalance. Chemical unbalance can occur due to two reasons 1) Due to direct chemical
intoxication from the air, food and water, and 2) Due to chemical production and cell damage
by microorganisms. Microorganisms, in their metabolic activity, produce toxic chemicals
causing the severe damage to cells; therefor, damage to organs, glands, nerves and brain.
Most dangerous micro-organisms are sprogenic (the microorganisms that use spores as a way
of reproduction), as these are very small in size and can easily penetrate our body system,
involving into the systemic chronicle diseases. I believe that all viruses in modern medicine are
due to sporogenic activity of micro-organisms. I also found out that high acidity promote
sprotogenic micro-organisms to overgrow, ether in the nature or in the human body. Sporginic
micro-organisms are: all fungi, moulds, some bacteria inducing clostridium. I believe that
hepatitis is product of these spores as well. The yeast infections are also sporogenic and I
believe strongly that mycobacterium is endosporogenic. As these promote one another in
chronicle infection diseases development.
But health industry is so manipulated by profit that does not want to acknowledge the facts. So,
there you have it. Please note that this is part of my research reports and it is Fatima Suljagic
(Art Studio Maja Pty Ltd) intellectual property or copyright. If you have any questions or like to
discuss this with Fatima, for more info contact Ph: +61 3 9741 7056.

